Description of a Courtney Bed:
The Courtney Bed is FDA listed as a Class I manual hospital bed (#E544743). Hand-crafted
from solid hardwood, along with a strong fabric enclosure, the Courtney Bed provides a solution
for protection. Designed to provide an alternative sleeping environment for individuals that have
a diagnosis-related cognitive or communication impairment and/or a severe behavioral disorder
that results in a safety risk if placed in a standard hospital bed.
Features the Courtney Bed provides:
•

Our hospital bed has a fabric enclosure surrounding the bed frame. This feature is indicated for patients who are at high risk for falls, unsteady gait, are confused,
impulsive, restless, or agitated; are unable to ask for assistance or respond to redirection; or who climb out of bed when it’s unsafe to do so.

•

Our bed has a patented (#10,959,495) safety zipper feature with enclosure. This feature eliminates access to the zipper heads while inside our bed, creating a secure
enclosure.

•

Our bed is supplied with an 8-inch-thick mattress. This additional thickness, compared to a traditional 6-inch hospital bed mattress, ensures adequate padding of the
bottom bed rail, eliminating the risk of exposure to a hard surface.

•

Our soft-sided enclosure, along with the vertical interior pads, provides a space with no exposure to hard surfaces, eliminating potential injury for individuals who are at
risk for falls, head-banging or other self-injurious behaviors.

•

Our enclosure consists of four independent panels. Not only does this feature allow for accessibility to clean, but also allows for the ability to replace one panel at a
time. This feature provides cost saving if a replacement is needed.

•

Our enclosure panels are secured inside the bed frame members using grommets and connector bolts. (Patent #7,434,280) This design eliminates the access to
loosen, unroll or remove the enclosure while inside the bed. With our tension tabs, it also allows the ability to control the tension/tautness of the panels.

•

Our bed provides a large sleeping environment, one that can accommodate a large adult. Weight tested up to 300 pounds, the length and width allow for continued
use for many years. Our enclosure is less restrictive than other types of restraints. It can be used as an alternative when a vest or wrist restraint are not appropriate.

•

Our bed provides a mattress height of 24 inches from the floor. This feature provides an easy transfer height. It also provides the ability to utilize many personal lifting
devices.

•

We offer a line of exterior padding. This feature eliminates the exposure of the wooden bed frame on the outside of the bed. Based on medical necessity, this feature
is indicated for patients who are at high risk for falls, unsteady gait or self-injurious behaviors.

•

We offer tubing ports. These ports allow for tubing access into the sleeping area without compromising the security and safety the enclosure provides.

•

Our bed does not come standard with a top. In some states, having a bed completely enclosed (6 sided) is considered a restraint and warrants certain paperwork be
filled and re-evaluated on a routine basis.

•

Our bed comes with a three-year unlimited warranty. Other options may have a limited warranty and/or offer extended warranty's for additional fees.
***Pictures provided below for visual representation of the Courtney Bed***
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